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Being Nice to Who Buys Your Work
The world of work spins to solve problems and meet needs. It’s a
wonderful exchange of products and services between humans, yielding
a roundabout mutual benefit for both the proprietor and the customer.
The human element is a crucial component in creating and sustaining a
successful business. However, as British television personality and human
dynamics coach Matthew Hussey (2015) pointed out:
“It seems to have become acceptable in our culture to run
businesses where we don’t actually have to be likeable anymore.
We don’t have to be the people that people would want to do
business with… The people that are likeable – the people that go
out of their way to brighten up their customer’s day a little bit, to
smile, to be someone who other people would want to be around –
those are the people who are going to win in the long term… I
don’t care how good your product is… People always buy
people… The brands and the companies that win time and again
are ones we actually enjoy buying from… When someone is coming
to us to spend money, when someone is coming to us to invest, they
could be going anywhere in the world and they’re choosing to do it
with us, that deserves a particular kind of respect and attention and
kindness.”
Always be kind to the people who buy your work.
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Why Being Nice Pays Off
People do more of what makes them happy. So if people like doing
business with you, they’re going to do more of it. More happiness for your
customer, and more money for you – it’s a win-win.
Before we continue on creating this bliss point, let’s address the
“elephant” on the page – money. Money is often painted by our society
and even our TV shows as a product of greed. Business is often
stereotyped as unethical and sometimes evil. The hard evidence suggests
otherwise. Time and time again, the most profitable businesses are those
who provide honest and trustworthy work. Sustainable success is achieved
by ethical behavior. Money is a currency that facilitates trade. Don’t feel
guilty about earning money or succeeding in business if you gained it in
an ethical manner. Even people who sell coffee are fueling the
cognizance of two-thirds of the American population (Saad, 2015). Focus
on the purpose. If you’re giving your customers a return on their
investment, it’s okay to celebrate the return on your investment of time
and resources. On the other side of the equals sign (=), the way to be
sustainably successful in the world of work is to be honest, respectful, and
kind to the people who buy your work.
Linetsky (2010) refers to outstanding service as an ethical behavior that
is rewarded with repeat business through customer loyalty and exuberant
word-of-mouth praise. Building this type of service culture and selfless
mindset presents challenges in context of today’s cultural ethos of
corporate entitlement and lack of personal responsibility and respect of
the individual (Linetsky, 2010; Tumka, n.d.). By incorporating customer
orientation into an organization's DNA and rewarding the employees who
serve as the veins pumping the customer centric heartbeat, managers
can cultivate a customer service culture (Customer Champions, n.d.).
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Creating a Culture of Kindness
As a group, your squad will be much more likeable in the world of work
if they are dolphins instead of sharks. Playing nice, working nice, and
being nice should be expected in your code of conduct and integrated
into your culture. Here are some tips for creating a culture of customer
kindness:
1. Remember that customers are the reason for work, not an
interruption of work (Mullins, 2005).
2. Learn to adopt a problem-solving mindset. Rather than find fault or
point fingers at others when things go wrong, quickly look for ways
to solve the problem.
3. Collaborate with your customers in problem solving (Dahlke, 2010;
Mullins, 2005). Take the focus off the problem and direct it to the
solution, offering the customer multiple alternatives and involving
them in the resolution.
4. Ask your customers what they think of your service (Miller, 2005). The
best way to find out if you are satisfying customers is to ask them,
both formally with surveys and informally in conversation. Use their
feedback as quality assurance for service and continuous
improvement.
5. Recognize your squad members for outstanding service (Miller,
2005). Implement a customer kindness awards program that
recognizes employees for exceptional customer service. Reward
them and publicly praise them for exceptional behavior.
No matter what our job titles, we all contribute, whether directly or
indirectly, positively or negatively, to our customers’ experience.
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Know Who You Are
We’ve talked about practicing customer
kindness as a group. Now let’s break it down
to the individual level. Communicating well
starts with understanding who you are and
how you think. In order to get something
from someone else, you have to offer up
yourself first.
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We are fearfully and wonderfully made creations with our own
uniqueness. We have our own personalities and our own innate
temperaments. For example, one person may be bold, while another
person may be timid (Dahlke, 2007). Our temperaments can present both
strengths and challenges. The girl boss must learn to enhance her
strengths and channel her uniqueness to her advantage – and her
customers’ advantage.
So how do you become aware of your strengths? To uncover your
natural talents, Dahlke (2007) recommends asking yourself the following
questions:
1. What do I do well, effortlessly, without even having to think about it?
2. What kinds of tasks or activities give me the most enjoyment and
satisfaction?
3. When I think back to school and other learning experiences, what
kinds of things have I been able learn with hardly any effort?
4. What do I do that gets me the most compliments and admiration
from others?
5. What kinds of tasks or activities do I enthusiastically look forward to
doing?
Now, how do you apply that information to augmenting your
strengths? Dahlke (2007) recommends using the acronym ASK as a
guideline:
1. Assess your life situation
2. Skills – Focus on developing the kinds of skills that will help you best
actualize your talents
3. Knowledge – Focus on obtaining additional knowledge that would
help you become more effective at expressing your talents
Knowing who you are and how you think will help you to be more in
control of gearing your mindset toward kindness.
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Know How You Feel
A factor similar to your natural temperament, your emotional state is
variable (Dahlke, 2007). But despite your natural temperament or current
emotional state, you can still choose your response. Emotional intelligence
is the ability to acquire and apply knowledge from one’s emotions and
those of others to produce beneficial outcomes (Kidwell et al., 2011).
So what are the factors of emotional intelligence and their implications
to customer interactions? Kidwell et al. (2011) describes the four emotional
ability dimensions as they pertain to marketing exchanges, as the
application of these concepts is discussed based on Dahlke’s (2007)
principles of choice:
1. Perceiving emotion: the ability to recognize and appraise emotions
accurately
2. Facilitating (or using) emotion: the ability to access, generate, and
use emotions to facilitate thought.
3. Understanding emotion: the ability to analyze complex emotions
and form emotional knowledge
4. Managing emotion: the ability to regulate emotions in one’s self
and in others to achieve desired outcomes
Emotional intelligence can aid the girl boss in accurately
understanding customer needs, whereas self-regulation can help a
professional to maintain composure and objectivity when dealing with an
unhappy customer. With a combination of empathy and self-regulation,
girl bosses can understand the emotions and manage them toward
finding solutions. Further, sales professionals are likely to perform better if
they can minimize the effect of their emotions after a lost sale or poor
presentation on subsequent customer interactions. Rather integrate
emotional information into sales presentations to persuade customers by
appealing to current emotional states (Kidwell et al., 2011). Sales
professionals with higher emotional intelligence are superior revenue
generators as well as better at retaining customers (Kidwell et al., 2011). A
positive interaction can leave a lasting impression, even after the
product’s lifetime. Remember, people buy people.
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Brains vs. Emotions
Which is more important – cognitive intelligence or emotional
intelligence? Emotional intelligence in customer exchanges positively
influences sales performance beyond the effects of cognitive ability
(Kidwell et al., 2011). However, IQ and EQ do seem to coincide, as those
with low cognitive ability do not seem to benefit from training for greater
emotional intelligence (Kidwell et al., 2011).
So is emotional intelligence innate like temperaments? Zekic (2010)
highlights that we were not born with a full set of emotional skills. I think it’s
safe to say that most hungry babies haven’t mastered self-regulation in
public! While it’s true that some people have a higher innate potential
than others, anyone can improve his or her emotional intelligence to
some extent (EAPTOOLS, 2008).
Known for his neuroticism almost as much as his success, founder of
Apple, the late Steve Jobs’ extent of emotional intelligence was up for
debate. Goleman (2011) commented on Steve Jobs’ emotional
intelligence as follows:
“Like everyone else, he was a mixed picture. Some people found
him not so emotionally intelligent, and some people saw that he
was superb. Emotional intelligence is not one thing – it’s a spectrum
of abilities, from self-awareness, to managing yourself, to empathy,
to relationship management, and within each of those domains
there are several abilities. Steve Jobs was fantastic at inspiring
leadership. He was fantastic in his ability to vision, and to share that
vision. He wasn’t fantastic in every other way, but you don’t need to
be – that’s the good news.”
Without changing himself, Steve Jobs used his innate strength to lead a
loyal, highly talented group of people to build one of the world’s most
valuable companies as well as compel them to maximize their own
unique strengths. How will you choose to use your uniqueness to manifest
your inner girl boss?
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Talking Body
“Now if we’re talking body” – Tove Lo (2014) pop song reference – it’s
notable to consider what we are communicating to our customers
through body language and nonverbal messages. It is of utmost
importance to demonstrate immediately that the other person—not you—
is the center of action and conversation (Dahlke, 2013). We can show
attentiveness by maintaining eye contact--everybody wants to be
listened to (Dahlke, 2013). We should be constantly aware of our
nonverbal behavior, such as body language (Dahlke, 2013). For example,
pointing your thumbs skyward means you have a positive outlook. It
conveys both confidence and optimism. Both actions and the
appearance can convey respect to the customer.
Here are some guidelines for positively communicating with customers
(Dahlke, 2013; Group Works, n.d., Sun, 2010):
• Face the person with an open stance.
• Maintain direct eye contact.
• Listen actively.
• Use “I” statements.
• Understand how your own emotions might affect your response.
• Acknowledge the thoughts and feelings of the other person.
• Rephrase what you heard the person say.
• Replace negative questions with open questions.
• Use positive instead of negative statements.
• Agree on what the issue is.
• Allow others to finish their thoughts--beware of interrupting.
• Be sensitive to differences in technical knowledge.
• Use analogies to explain technical concepts.
• Use empathy statements when assisting with technical issues.
• Ask for feedback.
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It’s important to note not only what we are nonverbally
communicating to our customers but also what are our customers are
nonverbally communicating to us. A scientific connection exists between
our thoughts and feelings and the muscles in our face that respond to
them (Suttle, 2012). Based on this linkage, we can actually identify our
customers’ perspectives by reading their facial features.

Here are some insights Suttle (2012) gives on what our customers’ faces
are telling us:
• The bridge of your customer’s nose: A customer with a scoop
shaped nose will want an emotional resolution to an issue.
• The height of your customer’s eyebrows: The higher the eyebrows,
the more personal space a customer will want from you.
• Your customer’s ears: The lower the ears, the more of a perfectionist
that person is.
• Your customer’s eyelids: Customers who have a great deal of eyelid
visible tend to be much more direct.
• The tip of your customer’s nose: A customer who has a large ball
shape on the tip of their nose tends to have problems dealing with
anger, and may become volatile when upset.
Remember that your customer is a human being with emotions as well.
Customers have more customized expectations so they want to be
reached as individuals (Carter, 2010). The customer needs to feel that you
understand his or her frustration (Rockurst, 2011). Remember to be grateful
to that irate customer who snaps you awake, and presents you with an
intriguing psychological challenge. The same customer will often become
your most loyal customer.
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Dealing with Energy Vampires
The irate customer can be used positively to alter our business states
but sometimes used negatively to alter our mental states. Angry customers
can be energy vampires. Dealing with peevish patrons can result in
drained energy and secondhand stress. It’s wonderful to be empathetic
with customers, but once the girl boss puts herself in the customer’s shoes,
she tries to get right back out of them, because walking in them all day
would cause blisters. In other words, after an interaction with an intense
customer, it is important to detach emotionally, because carrying that
weight for a prolonged period of time is draining and can become
distracting from positive and objective interactions with other customers.
It’s informative and helpful to uncover why someone is feeling the way
they are feeling, but boundaries are important to avoid unnecessary
secondhand stress. The girl boss is responsible for her own emotions, so no
one can “make” her feel their negative emotions unless she lets them. If
you’re able to use your astute mind to remain objective and at peace,
you can be in a good position to help others feel better – that is if they
choose to let your vibes be contagious. After all, one person has the
power to break the spell of a negative interaction or a series of
interactions where the average has been negative (Hussey, 2014).
Be nice no matter what. Don’t lower your standards just because
someone else is using a shorter yardstick. It’s silly to allow another person
to ruin our day. Anytime you come across someone miserable,
depressing, grumpy, or otherwise unhappy, Matthew Hussey (2014)
suggests playing a game called ‘can I make this person smile.’ Rather
than sinking to their level and adopting their energy, shift your focus to the
diversion of making them smile.
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You can be empathetic without becoming emotional. The key to
empathy sans secondhand stress is to see the feeling without buying into
it. It’s like window-shopping. Take the time to notice and appreciate, but
don’t walk in and snap it up out of your hard-earned energy bank. Stop,
acknowledge it, and move on.
Girl bosses are professional and know how to deal with this situation in
that manner. You’ll feel very proud when you reflect back on how well
you handled a difficult situation. Measure the success of your interactions
not by what happened but rather how you responded. Play nice. Work
nice. And always be kind to the people who buy your work.

(Photo courtesy of Wanelo)
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Girl Boss Case Study #5
Dolly Parton
The most successful country singer in history, not to mention one of the
most instantly recognizable figures in music, Dolly Parton’s humble spirit
and relentless work discipline has led the 70-year-old to accumulate an
estimated fortune of 260  million dollars, sell an astonishing 100  million
albums, and write and record more than 3,000 songs – including the
classics “Jolene,” “I Will Always Love You,” and “9 To 5” (Manzoor, 2014). In
the latter song, this warm-hearted girl boss exemplified understated
workingwomen feeling like “just a step on the boss man’s ladder” but
holding “dreams he’ll never take away.” There is a myriad of lessons to be
learned this shrewd yet kind businesswoman’s model of “service and
devotion.” Dolly (2013) said herself: “I hope people realize that there is a
brain underneath the hair and a heart underneath the boobs!”
Stay Humble
Even though Dolly’s brand and products have been mega successful,
she has maintained her kind nature and humble spirit. “It has never
dawned on me that I’m a star – I’m just a working girl,” says Dolly
(Manzoor, 2014). Dolly has never been afraid to get her hands dirty, or her
heels! Dolly mentioned, “That’s how I grew up – if I’m tramping to the toilet
through mud, that’s no big deal for me” (Manzoor, 2014). So work hard,
and be kind to the people who buy your work. Be someone people enjoy
doing business with. You can’t sell to people like “it’s all takin’ and no
givin’.”
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Give Away Your Smile

Give Away Your Empathy

Don’t Let It Drive You Crazy
“It’s enough to drive you crazy, if you let it.” So just don’t let it! In her
song, “Better Get to Livin’,” Dolly counsels,
“People always comin' up to me
and askin'
Dolly, what's your secret?
With all you do, your attitude
Just seems to be so good
How do you keep it?"
Well, I'm not the Dalai Lama, but
I'll try
To offer up a few words of
advice…

You better get to livin',
givin'
A little more thought about
bein'
A little more willin' to make
a better way
Don't sweat the small stuff
Keep your chin up
Just hang tough
And if it gets too rough
Fall on your knees and pray
And do that everyday
Then you'll get to livin'”
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There are lots of reasons to admire Dolly Parton. She’s been nominated
for an Academy Award, Grammy, Tony, and Emmy (Seyka, 2015). She
founded a literacy program that distributes more than 8.3 million free
books to children annually (Seyka, 2015). She owns a theme park. But the
girl boss can especially appreciate her for her customer service insights…
and her rhinestones.
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